
22 instant web 
hosting advantages 

by switching onto 

Beluga Edge 
Managed WP from 
other managed 

wp vendors.



Managed WP with Beluga Edge

Container-Based Hosting:

1 Manage only your Wordpress. No need

to hassle over cPanel and hosting management.

2 Snapshots are available so you don’t have 

to worry about backing up files to restore, get 
instant roll-back.

3 Easy provisioning of staging sites for making 
changes or updates to prevent errors.

4Blueprints are available so you simply setup 
once and then apply quickly to all the sites in 
seconds.

5 Clone a website instantly.

6 Security is already built-in, by default including 
malware scanners, WAF, DDOS and many 
more.

7 Dedicated resources for your websites, nothing 

is shared, we give the best to our paying 
customers.

8 Optimal performance and bandwidth 

is guaranteed on all edges.

9 Enable 100% Cloud-based Auto Healing. 
Instantly move a website to another availability 
zone.

10Autoscale dedicated resources automatically 
ensures high performance at low cost 
guaranteed.

11Website security is our responsibility, your 
website will be malware-free from intrusions and 
hacks.
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12Dedicated resources at the edge  makes 
blacklisted none of your business concerns.

13100% Uptime guaranteed. It’s good to be on the 
edge.

14One account manages all websites, so stop 
searching, sharing and memorizing FTP 
credentials ever again.

15Define sites based on your customers or clients. 
Great for agencies or web professionals

16High availability allows you to run multiple copies 
of your websites on different origins.

17Design using Snapshots for version control and 
apply it globally to all your sites or customers.

18Agencies and web professionals can share live  
designs with customers on staging enviroments.

19Get access to A/B testing on live production sites  
to propose new website updates for customers.

20Deploy your sites to the closest location to your 
customer base with our high number of origin 
locations.

21Multi-region & Multi-origin deployment available. 
Suitable for higher availability and performance.

22Global SecureDNS provides low domain 
resolution 22 time and resilience to all kinds 

of attacks.
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